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GENERAL REPORT AND ORGANISATION

XIIITH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF NEUROPATHOLOGY

7.12 SEPTEMBER 1997

BURSWOOD CONVENTION GENTRE

PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Background

The lnternational Society of Neuropathology (lSN) oversees the organisation of the

lnternational Congress and selects the venue for meetings. Professor Kakulas served

on the Executive of the International Sdciety of Neuropathology from 1991 to 1994.

lnternational Congresses of Neuropathology are held every four years. Following the

Kyoto meeting in 1990, Professor Kakulas proposed that the meeting following that of

Toronto scheduled for 1994 be held in Perth. Dr Harry Webster who was President of

the ISN at that time supported the proposal in glowing terms, pointing out the success

of the lnternational Congress of Muscle Diseases which had been held in Perth in

1971. There was general enthusiasm both in the Executive and the Council for the

Perth proposal and it was unanimously supported without any other contender being

nominated.

At a later meeting Of the Executive it was recommended that since the Congress would

be away from Europe for such a long period, that the interim period be reduced from

four to three years. The proposal mainly came from Paul Kleihues but there was

general agreement that with Kyoto, Toronto and Perth being the venue, each with a

long distance for travel from Europe, it would be desirable to reduce the interval

between Congresses. This was agreed and the date was set for 1997 to coincide with

the World Congress of Neurology which had been won in Vancouver in 1993 by

Argentina from Sydney forthe 1997 Congress. Since the dates of the Buenos Aires

Congress was set from the 13th to the 19th of September 1997, the previous week, 7th

to 12th September 1997 was chos6n for the Perth meeting. Care was also taken to

avoid Yom Kippur which Dr Dan Perl of New York confirmed were due later in

September in 1997.
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Prel i m i n ary O rgan i sati on

The first step was to secure the venue. The Burswood Convention Centre was not just

the only venue in Perth which could take the expected numbers, between 500 and

1,000 registrants, but was also superbly appointed. The venue was therefore booked

in 1994 for the Congress dates as were 180 rooms of the 220 in tota! of the Burswood

Resort Hotel.

Early in 1995, Congress Managers were appointed. A process of interview of a

selection from the large number of lay management firms available in Australia was

made and interviews undertaken. Because of the success of International Congress

Management Services (ICMS) headquartered in Melbourne in gaining significant

commercial sponsorship for Congresses at a much higher level than other candidates,

Mr Barrie Markey, Principal of ICMS was engaged. He delegated this responsibility to

Angela Schaeffer who was Iocated in their Adelaide office. lt was envisaged at that

time, that some problems would arise because of the distance between Adelaide and

Perth, and in fact this did prove to be the case despite the assurances that were made

at that time. This was compounded by Angela's resignation in January 1997.

The next step was to obtain seeding grants for the early expenditure associated with

the Congress because AUD2,000 deposit was relquired by Ms Lorna Gow, Convention

Coordinator for the Burswood Convention Centre.

Committees

Following the selection of the venue, National and Local Planning Committees were

established. A committee of the Australian and New Zealand Society of

Neuropathology was appointed at its meetinEj in 1995 and a local Committee

designated to take care of the day to day planning as well. The membership of

committees is listed below.
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Australian and New Zealand Society of Neuropathology

President

Secretary / Treasurer

Planning Committee

Congress President

Members

Local Organising Gommittee

Professor Byron A Kakulas

Dr Victoria A Fabian

Professor Byron A Kakulas

Dr Peter C Blumbergs

Dr Michael F Gonzales

Professor Clive G Harper

Dr Renate M Kalnins

Professor Colin L Masters

Dr Anthony EG Tannenberg

Professor Byron A Kakulas

Professor John McC Howell

Dr Phillip F Jacobsen

Professor Frank L Mastaglia

Mr Ian K Passmore :

Mr Brett K Tizard

Chairman

Members

Financial Officer

Secretary

Scientific Programme Committee

Chairman

Members

Professor Byron A Kakulas

Professor Frank L Mastaglia

Professor John McC Howell

Professor John Papadifnitriou

Clinical Professor Sasson S Gubbay

Dr Phillip'F Jacobsen

Mr Brett K TizardSecretary

The local committees met quarterly with ICMS.
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General Organisation

Following advice from the Toronto organisers, the Congress was incorporated. This

protected the Committee members (Directors) from personal liability. Therefore,

Neurocongress was incorporated with the assistance of Mr lan Passmore who acted as

Financial Officer. The next step was to obtain indemnity insurance against disasters

and strikes and later, Directors lndemnity was also arranged.

Sponsorship

USD10,000 was made available as a seeding grant for the Perth Congress by the

Canadian Society of Neuropathology which had organised the Toronto meeting. The

West Australian Convention Bureau contributed $4,000 and QANTAS a contra

arrangement for $8, 000.

A seeding grant of $20,000 was also provided by the Neuromuscular Foundation of

Western Australia. This was Iater repaid from registrations.

These funds were required for deposits and to meet the cost of the flier which was sent

out early in 1996. The flier called for expressions of interest and it was mailed to about

8,000 persons. The mailing list was derived from the Toronto mailing list, the

membership of the Australian and New Zealand Society of Neuropathology, the

Australian Society of Neurologists, the Australian Neurosciences Society, subscribers

to Brain Pathology and the attendees at the Kyoto meeting. Of these there were 700

returns which formed the basis of the preliminary scientific planning of the

programme.

A valuable inclusion in these returns was the fax and email addresses for those

interested parties: As it turned out, only about a quarter of those who had originally

expressed an interest registered and attended the meeting.
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Commercial Support

From the time of engagement of ICMS, commercial sponsorship was pursued with

vigour. Unfortunately the pharmaceutical and equipment and reagent suppliers were

rather hesitant in supporting the Congress due to the perceived non-clinical status.

However, the Clinical Satellites compensated for this and were a great success.

Commercial support was finally obtained from the following firms with the majority of

sponsors having personal contact with members of the Local Organising Committee.

Hoescht Marion Roussell

Amgen Australia

Pfizer

Fauld ing Pharmaceuticals

Blackwell Science Pty Ltd

Glaxo Wellcome

Roche Products Pty Ltd

Schering Ltd

Mosby, Williams and Wilkins

AUD10,000

AUD 5,OOO

AUD 4,200

AUD 2,100

AUD 2,100

AUD 2,100

AUD 2,100

AUD 2,100

AUD 2,100

The Congress satchels, 800 of which were ordered were partly sponsored ($3,000) by

the Burswood Resort Hotel. .

Exhibitors

The following exhibitors were also accommodated at the meeting.

Brain Pathology

Journal of Neuropathology and Applied Neurobiology

Artisans of the Sea

Muscutar Dystrophy Association of WA

and a special booth was also provided for the sale of the Congress wine.

Abstract Volumes were sold at cost price $25.00 (USD20.00) at the time of the

Congress and extra satchels at $10.00 each.
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The lnternational Society of Neuropathology

It should be noted that the lnternational Society of Neuropathology which is a

federation of national societies selects the venue for each Congress but does not

provide financial support. !t is expected that the national body of the country setected

will be responsible for the Congress, in this case the Australian and New Zealand

Society of Neuropathology.

I nstitution al Sponsors

Royal Perth Hospital was designated a major sponsor since the service Department of

Neuropathology was located in that lnstitution. The University of Western Austratia

was also an initial sponsor because of the academic aspects and the Australian

Neuromuscular Research lnstitute which was supported by the Neuromuscular

Foundation was the further designated academic sponsor.

Patrons and Vice Patrons

ln order to establish the Congress on a firm basis for international representation, a

series of patrons and vice patrons were invited and appointed. These positions were

created mainly to provide a higher standing. These were as follows:

NATIONAL PATRONS

The Honourable John Howard, Prime Minister of Australia

Dr Keith Woollard, Federal President, Australian Medical Association

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PATRONS

The Honourqble Richard Court, Premier, Leader of the Government

The Honourable Kevin Prince, Minister for Health and Aboriginal Affairs

Dr Peter Nattrass, The Right Honourable Lord Mayor, City of Perth

Dr David Roberts, President, Australian MedicalAssociation (WA Branch)
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Professor Fay Gale, Vice Chancellor, University of WA

Professor Roy Lourens, Vice Chancellor, Edith Cowan University and Chairman of the

Board, Princess Margaret Hospital for Children

Professor John E Maloney, Vice Chancellor, Curtin University

Professor Steven Schwartz, Vice Chancellor, Murdoch University

Professor Mark Liveris, Chairman of the Board, Royal Perth Hospital

Mr RHC Turner, Chairman of the Board, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF NEUROPATHOLOGY

President Dr Georg W Kreutzberg

Treasurer Dr Robert C Janzer

Secretary General Dr Janice R Anderson

Project Secretary Dr J Michael Schrdder

Editor, Brain Pathology Dr Clayton A Wiley

Executive Committee Professor JH Adams, University of Glasgow, UK

Dr NH Diemer, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Dr U De Girolami, Harvard Medical School, USA

Dr J-J Hauw, Hopital de la Salpetriere, France

Professor Y Olsson, Akademiska Sjukhuset, Sweden

Dr JM Powers, University of Rochester, USA
- 

Professor J de Reuck, University Hospital, Gent, Betgium

Professor D Schiffer, University of Turin, Italy

Dr AL Taratuto, lnstitute de lnvestigaciones Neurologicas,

Argentina

The Registration Broch ure

This major undertaking was developed over several months and then distributed in late

September :!996. This brochure g.ave details of the Scientific Programme including

speakers, the social programme, local information, excursions etc (see copy which

accompanies this report).
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The brochure also gave the deadlines for each step in the organisation of the

Congress.

lnitially these were for 1997.

Abstract deadline 1st February 1997

Early bird registration 1st March 1997

Deadline for programme speakers information 16th May 1997

All materialto Brain Pathology 1st June 1997

Forensic Satellite Sth September 1997

(later deleted because of the inability of Professor Leestma to attend the meeting)

Ten thousand of the registration brochures were printed and 8,000 were distributed to

those who had expressed the initial interest and supplemented from the original

mailing list. This provided only just a sufficient number of extra copies for future

promotional needs.

The planning of the registration brochure incorporated the social programme and

excursions so that these details were compiled beforehand.

Promotion of the Congress

This was undertalien by the mailings and personal contact, in addition meetings in

Paris in April 1996, Seoul in November 1997 and Rhodes in 1997 were attended.

The Congress was also advertised in Brain Pathology and in the Journal of

Neuropathology and Applied Neurobiology.

Preparation of fhe Screntific Programme

The first approximation for the Scientific Programme was derived from the returns of

the fliers and Abstracts which had been received after the initial deadline of the 1st of

March 1997. Previously Chairmen and Convenors of Symposia and Workshops had

been designated together with a number of the Keynote speakers and Plenary
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Lecturers. These persons were sent a list of titles and Abstracts from which to select

the best for Symposia and Workshops.

However, this plan had to be abandoned as it became apparent when registrations

closed that there would be insufficient funds to pay all invited speakers and selected

participants for Workshops. Many of the Convenors believed that they should invite

persons selected who may not attend the Congress and these persons would need

complete financial support. Therefore, all except for the Presidential Symposium,

which was funded independently from sources available to Professor Kreutzberg, the

participants in the Symposia and Workshops were mainly derived from those who had

registered for the meeting.

On the 26th of February 1997 there were only 366 registrations with 400 Abstracts.

For this reason the deadline for the receipt of Abstracts was extended until the 1st of

April. Efforts to promote the Congress were doubled including the recruitment of

regional and national ISN delegates in the promotion of the Congress.

The months of April and May were totally given to the production of the Scientific

Programme. As it turned out, this proved to be most successful with many of the

Plenary and Keynote speakers being drawn from our own members and relatively few

being invited from outside with costs paid.

.

The Scientific Programme was greatly assisted by funding from other sources including

the Raine Foundation for Professor Jan Leestma who unfortunately had to withdraw in

June 1997 for personal reasons.

Professor Georg Kreutzberg who had been appointed President of the ISN following

the Toronto meeting supported his own Presidential Symposium from sources in

Germany. His invitees were special guests of the Congress for the Banquet and had

their registration waived.

The JS Lekias Memorial Lecture was also held in conjunction with the Congress which

greatly enhanced the programme. The Chief of Neurosurgery and Harvard Professor,

Professor Nick Zervas accepted this role and it proved a great success.
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Finalisation of Scientific Programme

This was achieved with the assistance of fax and email. A particularly helpful feature

was the inclusion of a return proforma at the bottom of correspondence so that it was

possible to immediately confirm the participation of each of the appointed speakers,

Chairpersons, Symposia and Workshop participants. Examples of these letters are

included.

Diagnostic Slide Sessions

Members of the Australian and New Zealand Society of Neuropathology and selected

Neuropathologists outside Australia were invited to submit cases for the Slide

Sessions. There were four of these and each required about 12 slides. As it turned

out, this aspect of the meeting, although time consuming to arranged, proved to be a

great success. Fourteen microscopes were made available by Mr Graham Harris, a

local representative of Zeiss, for the Diagnostic Slide Sessions.

Clinical Safellifes

A particular feature of the Congress were Clinical Satellites designed to transfer the

basic scientific progress to the bedside. The Cgngress was marketed among Clinical

Neurologists as the scientific basis for the practise of their discipline with some success

and held as a reasonable alternative to other meetings. The Clinical Satellites were an

added attraction.

Amgen sponsored Dr Michael Swash from London while Hoescht supported the

Epilepsy Symposium from Dr Sam Berkovic.

A contra arrangement for $8,000 provided by Qantas proved useful for visits to 9th

Asian and Oceanian Congress of Neurology, Seoul by Mr Brett Tizard and the fares for

Professor Ed Byrne in the mitochondrial session of the Scientific Programme and

Professor Geoff Donnan in the Stroke Symposium.
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G eneral Ad m i n istrati on

Check lists were constantly developed and reviewed as time for the Congress came

closer. Arrangements concerned the venue, audiovisual, catering, excursions, social

programme, entertainment, media releases were all reviewed at regular intervals.

Publication of fhe Scientific Programme and Abstracts

This was kindly undertaken by Brain Pathology, Editor in Chief, Dr Clayton Wiley, at a

cost of USD20 per copy which included mailing to the Congress registrants, a list of

which was supplied of those who had registered by the beginning of August. All of the

material for the Scientific Programme were prepared and sent to Brain Pathology by

the deadline of 1st June. A particular feature was the dedication of the Congress to Dr

Raymond Adams, Emeritus Professor of Neuropathology, Harvard Medical School and

Chief of Neurology at the Massachusetts General Hospital.

Media Liaison

Topics suitable for the release to the media were selected in consultation with the

Public Relations Office of the Royal Perth Hosp.ital and one paragraph summaries of

these topics were released as part of a comprehensive media package. The

establishment of an on-site Media Liaison Officer and the utilisation of "spare" rooms

for interviews greatly facilitated the promotion of the importance of Neuropathology to

the wider audience. The Congress Committee is grateful to all of the speakers who

were very cooperative and understood the importance of this contact.

Financial Outcome

Fortunately the final balance sheet showed a slight surplus which allowed AUD15,000

to be provided for Birmingham 2OOO.
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THE CONGRESS

There were 736 registrants for the Congress of whom 513 were full fee paying

registrants, 88 Residents, Fellows and Technicians, 48 single day registrations, 14

miscellaneous, 30 requiring accommodation only, 1 with an Abstract only and 1 non-

fee paying participant.

The main attendance was from Japan with 246 delegates followed by Australia with

139, 75 from the USA, 34 from the United Kingdom, 24 from Germany, 20 from

Sweden, l5fromCanada, 13from France, 11from ltaly, Sfrom Poland, Sfrom India, T

from China, 6 from Hungary and 5 from Korea.

The audiovisual contract was given to the University of Western Australia at a cost of

AUD12,000 which did a superb job with dual projection and other requirements with

runner support from our own staff of the Neuropathology Department at Royal Perth

Hospital and the Australian Neuromuscular Research lnstitute. The UWA Audiovisual

Unit were responsible for close liaison with the Technical/Staging Staff at the Burswood

Convention Centre. These direct links between technical staff allowed for greater

efficiency in the implementation of the audiovisual aspects of the Congress.

All of the catering was provided by the Burswood Convention Centre which had its own

kitchens. Morning coffees with homemade biscuits and superb lunches were provided.

The Congress Banquet was also a success, entertainment was provided by the WA

Opera Company.

Photographs were taken of each of the speakers and Chairman and at other times by

Ms Sharon Norie of the Department of Neuropathology. These are labelled and

mounted in albums (3 sets).
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Opening Ceremony

Copies of the speeches for the Opening Ceremony are attached to this report.

Associated Gomm ittee Meetings

The lnternational Society of Neuropathology Executive and Council meetings were

held on the first day of the Congress, Sund ay 7th of September.

The Australian and New Zealand Society of Neuropathology also met on the 7th of

September.

The European Society of Neuropathology met on Wednesday, 1Oth September.

APPENDICES

. Examples of letterhead

. Promotional pamphlets and poster

. Registration Brochure

. Examples of letters to participants with return proforma

. Abstracts and programme published in Brain Pathology, Vol 7,

Septembe r 1997 (two copies)

. A Scientific Report of the Congress as appeared in the January 1998

issue of Brain Pathology

. Opening Ceremony addresses

. List of booth exhibitors

. Address list of Congress Participants

. Previously fonuarded a set of approximately 400 photographs
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